“Foldinglife”
laptop desk

Folding life
stack space
Fashion gifts
Improving the quality of living

Foldinglife pursuit : beauty and quality
Beauty is beauty of products ；quality is quality of living ！

厂商简介











Foldinglife Inc. TM brand, has become a recognized industry users Ergonomic Laptop Chinese
industry leading brand of tables
possess nearly 10 national patents
Lenovo, Founder, Tongfang, HP, TCL, Benq, Toshiba, Google China and other notebook
manufacturers designated the third-party supplier of gift.
Products exporte to Germany, Denmark, Japan, Korea, Australia and other countries; ；
Joyo, Michael Lin Mart and other large networks and mail-order company's long-term supplier ；
it is early may be the sole take electricity code and sole product code QC manafgement’s brand
Product definition and R & D process using pro / E, SolidWorks, Inventor tools , quickly respond
to the special requirements of users
solid wood, curved wood, artificial board, plastic, aluminum alloy, such as a variety of materials
and environmental protection paint, spray, blister, oxidation, electroplating and other processes of
processing capacity, facing the bed, cars, sofas, desks and more kinds of application environment
design, the 500,000-year capacity, seven series of products, more than 15 kinds of specifications,
25 kinds of color models, folded Living TM has the most complete product line;
almost every kinds TM foldinglife Products, there are at least five similar companies buy the
patent right to use or imitation;
Our goal is to be the best ergonomics engineering computer table manufacturer in the world

Laptop Desk Demand-Supply Analysis







It is reported by Gartner，The first quarter 2010 global sales of laptop total quantity 50 millions,
increased by 43.4% compared with the same period last year. The popularity of notebook
computers, making the majority of notebook users on how to use the book more comfortable to
the new demands.
Before the computer desk appear , through cafreful observation ,summed up serveral
phenomena when use notebook：
1、Bed use. the volume of laptop is small, a lot of "lazy people" likes use on bed, and some enjoy
up on the belly, not comfortable.
Beautiful girl it’s better .the worse hot red the belly,but the handsome may be effect the health,it is
reported by Sina news: lay on thigh effect male infertility
2、Office use ,when use laptop on the desk, because of the height of screen is low ,the user will
bent back to work
3、Transfer problem. The biggest advantage of the notebook it is easy to carry. but old-fashioned
computer table is not carry
Laptop sales growth inevitably will bring the growth of demand of laptop table, each user in using
the notebooks is our potential customers.





Not only that, student is our another major needing group. Why say that ? In most areas, students
is more , and dormitory space is relatively small, should not be able to meet each student's desk
independent, but bed laptop desk can achive that each person can have their own "desk"
Summary: Based on the above points, "foldinglife" came into being. A wide variety to meet the
needs of a variety of different tables one after another the birth of laptop. Seeing such a huge
consumer groups, don’t move your heart ? Add to the "foldinglife", let your life be more colorful!

Foldinglife 1 series—101
commodity name ：comfortable pattern






















features: the desktop of this pattern can not rotate, and always
be in a plane level with tilt legs. It is convenient to adjust the
angle.if you use more keyboard to typing and play games,
advice your select 402 or 401 , priority recommend 402
Desktop standard:25X40cm (can put 19 inch laptop desk)
Adaptation body size: 140-190 cm tall, weighing less 100 kg
Desktop inclination: 0-85 degrees adjustable
Inboard maximal width: 64 cm (normal body is 35 cm wide,
covering three quilts does not affect to use it)
Inboard maximal height: 35 cm (normal body is 22 cm thick, you
will feel tired if it is more high)
Ingredientsmaterial : Russian camphor wood (homemade
camphor wood are not recoverable)
Drying: hot air of 85℃, 180 hours
Packaging boxes: standard double corrugated export paper
assembly: assembled within two minutes without any tools
Packaging specifications: 50.5 × 32.5× 5 cm
Weight: 2.3KG
Degreasing: no degreasing (camphor contains the minimum
amount of fat in all types of pine resin)
Hardware: "Folding life" special hardware
Tenon plastic: Novocherkassk (Shanghai Norton)
Patch plastic：Connaught glue .Koyo of Japan
Available colors: true color
Paint: Yaguang paint
Polisher: 500# sandpaper
Out package standard： two layer corrugated paper of export
standard
Technology standards: IKEA style
Formaldehyde content: European E1 standards is 8mg/100g
(formaldehyde international standard is 10 mg / 100g, The
European standard is 8 mg / 100g, China's wood-based panel for
the formaldehyde content of the standard is 30 mg / 100g)
Assembly：no need any tool only 2 min
Packing specification：40×25×4cm
weight：1.5KG
Comfortable pattern suit for more than 95% of Asian
adults,please select enlarge pattern

Foldinglife 1 series—102
Commodity name ：enlarge pattern





















Features: the desktop of this pattern can not rotate, and always
be in a plane level with tilt legs. It is convenient to adjust the
angle.if you use more keyboard to typing and play games,
advice your select 402 or 401 , priority recommend use 402
Desktop standard:25X40cm (can put 19 inch laptop desk)
Inboard maximal width: 75 cm (normal body is 35 centimeters
wide, covering three quilts does not affect to use it)
Inboard maximal height: 42 cm (normal body is 22 centimeters
thick, you will feel tired if it is more high)
Ingredients material : Russian camphor wood (domestic made
camphor wood are not recoverable)
Drying: hot air of 85℃, 180 hours
Degreasing: no degreasing (camphor contains the minimum
amount of fat in all types of pine resin)
Hardware: "Foldinglife" special hardware
Tenon plastic: Novocherkassk (Shanghai Norton)
Patch plastic：Connaught glue Koyo of Japan
Available colors: true color
Paint: Yaguang paint
Polisher: 500# sandpaper
Out package standard： two layer corrugated paper of export
standard
Technology standards: IKEA style
Formaldehyde content: European E1 standards is 8mg/100g
(formaldehyde international standard is 10 mg / 100g, The
European standard is 8 mg / 100g, China's wood-based panel for
the formaldehyde content of the standard is 30 mg / 100g)
Assembly: assembled within two minutes without any tools
Packaging specifications: 50.5 × 32.5× 5 cm
Weight: 2,3KG

Foldinglife 1 series-101B
commodity name ：comfortable




















and enhanced pattern

Features: the desktop of this pattern can not rotate, and always be in a plane level
with tilt legs.
New type special hardware, improve the product load-bearing and the durability in
perfect.
Desktop standard:25X40cm (can put 19 inch laptop desk)
Adaptation body size: 140-190 cm tall, weight less 100 kg
Desktop inclination: 0-85 degrees adjustable
Inboard maximal width: 64 cm (normal body is 35 cm wide, covering three quilts does
not affect to use it)
Inboard maximal height: 35 cm (normal body is 22 cm thick, you will feel tired if it is
more high)
Ingredientsmaterial : Russian camphor wood (homemade camphor wood are not
recoverable)
Drying: hot air of 85℃, 180 hours
Degreasing: no degreasing (camphor contains the minimum amount of fat in all types
of pine resin
Hardware: "Folding life" special hardware
Tenon plastic: Novocherkassk (Shanghai Norton)
Patch plastic：Connaught glue .Koyo of Japan
Available colors: true color
Paint: Yaguang paint
Polisher: 500# sandpaper
Out package standard： two layer corrugated paper of export standard
Technology standards: IKEA style
Formaldehyde content: European E1 standards is 8mg/100g (formaldehyde
international standard is 10 mg / 100g, The European standard is 8 mg / 100g,
China's wood-based panel for the formaldehyde content of the standard is 30 mg /
100g)
Assembly：no need any tool only 2 min
Packing specification：40×25×4cm
weight：1.5KG
Comfortable pattern suit for more than 95% of Asian adults,please select enlarge
patteng

Foldinglife 1 series—102B
Commodity name ：intensified


















and enhanced pattern

Features: the desktop of this pattern can not rotate, and always be
in a plane level with tilt legs.
New type special hardware, improve the product load-bearing and
the durability in perfect.
Desktop standard:48X30cm (can put 19 inch laptop desk)
Adaptation body size: 140-190 cm tall, weight less 100 kg
Desktop inclination: 0-85 degrees adjustable
Inboard maximal width: 75 cm (normal body is 35 cm wide, covering
three quilts does not affect to use it)
Inboard maximal height:42 cm (normal body is 22 cm thick, you will
feel tired if it is more high)
Ingredientsmaterial : Russian camphor wood (homemade camphor
wood are not recoverable)
Drying: hot air of 85℃, 180 hours
Degreasing: no degreasing (camphor contains the minimum amount
of fat in all types of pine resin
Hardware: "Folding life" special hardware
Tenon plastic: Novocherkassk (Shanghai Norton)
Patch plastic：Connaught glue .Koyo of Japan
Available colors: true color
Paint: Yaguang paint
Polisher: 500# sandpaper
Out package standard： two layer corrugated paper of export
standard
Technology standards: IKEA style
Formaldehyde content: European E1 standards is 8mg/100g
(formaldehyde international standard is 10 mg / 100g, The
European standard is 8 mg / 100g, China's wood-based panel for
the formaldehyde content of the standard is 30 mg / 100g)
Assembly：no need any tool only 2 min
Packing specification：50.5×32.5×5cm
weight：2.3KG

Foldinglife 4 series—401
Commodity name ：wood IV









Desktop can rotate within 360 degrees, the height of
the shaft can adjust within the scope of 29 -41 cm to
meet the requirement of reading and writing, also can
be used as notebook computer support bed table,
dining table, coffee table;
Desktop standard: 50×30cm (designed by the length
of A4 paper)
Ingredients: Russian camphor wood (homemade
camphor wood are not recoverable)
Drying: hot air of 85℃, 180 hours
Degreasing: no degreasing (camphor contains the
minimum amount of fat in all types of pine resin)
Hardware: "Folding life" special hardware
Tenon plastic: Novocherkassk (Shanghai Norton)



Patch plastic ：Connaught glue .Koyo of Japan







Paint: Yaguang paint
Polisher: 500# sandpaper
Packaging boxes: standard double corrugated export
paper
Technology standards: IKEA style
Assembly: assembled within two minutes with the tool
of household screwdriver
Packaging specifications: 50×30×5 cm



Weight: 2.6KG




Foldinglife 4 series—402
Commodity name ：Solid IV




Desktop can rotate within 360 degrees, the height
of the shaft can adjust within the scope of 29 -41 cm
to meet the requirement of reading and writing, also
can be used as notebook computer support bed
table, dining table, coffee table;
Desktop standard: 50×30cm (designed by the
length of A4 paper)
Ingredients: Russian camphor wood (homemade
camphor wood are not recoverable)
Drying: hot air of 85℃, 180 hours
Degreasing: no degreasing (camphor contains the
minimum amount of fat in all types of pine resin)
Hardware: "Folding life" special hardware
Tenon plastic: Novocherkassk (Shanghai Norton)



Patch plastic ：Connaught glue .Koyo of Japan





Paint: Yaguang paint
Polisher: 500# sandpaper
Packaging boxes: standard double corrugated
export paper
Technology standards: IKEA style
Assembly: assembled within two minutes with the
tool of household screwdriver
Packaging specifications: 50×30×5 cm
Weight: 2.3KG













Foldinglife 7series

























—701

Features : 1. can bear the weight of 17-inch wide-screen notebook
fuselage (as an example of Dell Inspiron 9200. body Size : 41.5 x 394 x
288mm); 2, the desktop can rotate in the scope of 360 degrees, desktop
angle adjustment and fixing can be completed fastest within three
seconds;
3, desktop height can adjust within 17-40 cm, to meet the people of 140190 cm height to use it, adjustment and fixing can be completed fastest in
eight seconds;
4. desktop should be as small as possible, but the lower space width of
the desktop should be over 60cm, the weight of 100 kilograms users can
easily use it.
5, when not used, can be folded up fully and take up less space;
6, when people use it in the condition of full-lying or half-lying, the two
legs can unbend , bend, and cross, this is the consistent characteristic of
folding life: making the users’ legs display optionally.
7, more stable and firm, model is more beautiful, and the style is uniform,
to meet the function and visual aesthetic requirements at the same time.
Desktop size: 48*30cm,
Desktop oblique range: 0-360 degree
Inboard width: 62cm
Inboard maximal height: 40cm
Material: desktop adopts environmental medium densified wood;
bending legs adopt aspen, birch plywood;
desk legs adopt Russian camphor wood
Degreasing: no degreasing (camphor contains the minimum amount of
fat in all types of pine resin
Hardware: "Folding life" special hardware
Tenon plastic: Novocherkassk (Shanghai Norton)
Patch plastic：Connaught glue .Koyo of Japan
Available colors:whit pink blue cyan orange.
Drying: hot air of 85℃, 180 hours
Paint: Yaguang paint
Polisher: 500# sandpaper
Technology standards: IKEA style
Formaldehyde content: European E1 standards is 8mg/100g
(formaldehyde international standard is 10 mg / 100g, The European
standard is 8 mg / 100g, China's wood-based panel for the formaldehyde
content of the standard is 30 mg / 100g)
Assembly：no need any tool assembly only 2 min
Out package standard： two layer corrugated paper of export
standard
Packing specification：53×35×4cm
weight：2KG

Foldinglife 7series—705



































Features: 705 on the basic of 701 get improvement
1 .The width of leg inner side can adjust , bed laptop desk,under the desktop and between the
leg space can receive human body,it is not good to use at too width or too narrow ,too high or
too low ,the width of 705 desk hight and between the leg.
2. Add the deputy desktop and adjusted by 5-dimention,this can nature strech the arm of
user,not left, not tire and not uncomfortable,the other make the palm between the keyboard
and mouse when exchange , the shoulder, elbow, wrist e as soon as possible reduce activity
or only a few activity.
3 .the width of the desktop reduced and thickness increase 3mm
metal screw deep 2.5mm, the force is power eating nail. desktop stronger and not easily
damaged during transport. at the same time the table increase 0.15 kilograms more.
4 .The structure of packaging get improvements ，difficult to damaged at transfer process.
other feature can reference 701
Main desktop size :30X42X1.2cm(the width decrease 6cm than 701 and thickness increase
3mm)
The high range of main desk adjust:17-19.5cm
Desktop oblique adjustment range :360 degree
The distance of between leg:49.5-60.5
deputy desktop size:3kinds
According deputy desktop size different:705 divided into 705－1（deputy desktop size
23.5×19.5cm）and705－2（deputy desktop size 28×20cm）。705-3 deputy desktop size
the same as 28×20cm，but more a cup palm
deputy desktop hight adjustment range : 14.0-31.5cm
deputy desktop right-left adjustment range ： within 5.5cm
deputy desktop forward-backward adjustment range: deputy desktop 2 fixed screw nut
4.3cm ,through vertical leg oblique,can get 18cm adjustment range again.
Deputy desktop around the horizontal axis (oblique) adjustment range: 360 degrees
Deputy desktop around the vertical axis (right-left) adjustment range: 100 degrees, depending
on the angle of the vertical legs
Desktop material: vacuum absorbt plastic environmental protection MDF
Leg material : Russian camphor wood
Available colors:whit pink blue cyan orange.
Drying: hot air of 85℃, 180 hours
Degreasing: no degreasing (camphor contains the minimum amount of fat in all types of pine
resin
Hardware: "Folding life" special hardware
Tenon plastic: Novocherkassk (Shanghai Norton)
Patch plastic：Connaught glue .Koyo of Japan
Paint: Yaguang paint
Polisher: 500# sandpaper
Technology standards: IKEA style
Formaldehyde content: European E1 standards is 8mg/100g (formaldehyde international
standard is 10 mg / 100g, The European standard is 8 mg / 100g, China's wood-based panel
for the formaldehyde content of the standard is 30 mg / 100g)
Assembly：no need any tool assembly only 2 min
Out package standard：double layer corrugated paper of export standard
Packing specification：53×35×4cm
weight：2KG

Foldinglife 7series—706





































Features: 706 under 705 of all the advantage get improvement
（1）the desk face take plastic edged , superior quality and smooth, Bump
resistance,add the face strong,the sides increase hands position,it is convenient,it is save when the
operator move the desk.
（2）Baffle board used by plug way,can adjust the distance between the baffle board, normally use
when notebook within switch plug, and also adjust the hight of baffle board,can meet different thickness
notebook need of slide
（3）The hight and oblique of Main desktop and deputy desktop can adjust in 360 degree
（4）Support the use of sitting, half lying , flat lying. Legs are free to twist, will not affect
Main desktop size :30X42X1.2cm
The high range of main desk adjust:17-19.5cm
Desktop oblique adjustment range :360 degree
The distance of between leg:49.5-60.5
Baffle board hight:2-3cm
Desktop underloading :60kg
deputy desktop: 23.5×19.5cm（706-1），28×20cm（706-2），706-3 size the same as 706-2 ,only
more cup palm
deputy desktop size:3kinds
according deputy desktop size different:705 divided into 705－1（deputy desktop size 23.5×19.5cm）
and705－2（deputy desktop size 28×20cm）。705-3 deputy desktop size the same as 28×20cm，
but more a cup palm
deputy desktop hight adjustment range : 14.0-31.5cm
deputy desktop right-left adjustment range ： 5.cm
deputy desktop forward-backward adjustment range: deputy desktop 2 fixed screw nut 4.3cm ,through
vertical leg oblique,can get 18cm adjustment range gain.
Deputy desktop around the horizontal axis (oblique) adjustment range: 360 degrees
Deputy desktop around the vertical axis (right-left) adjustment range: 100 degrees, depending on the
angle of the vertical legs
Desktop material: vacuum absorbt plastic environmental protection MDF
Leg material ：Russian camphor wood
Available colors: true color pink blue cyan orange
Drying: hot air of 85℃, 180 hours
Degreasing: no degreasing (camphor contains the minimum amount of fat in all types of pine resin)
Hardware: "Folding life" special hardware
Tenon plastic: Novocherkassk (Shanghai Norton)
Paint: Yaguang paint
Polisher: 500# sandpape
Process standards: IKEA style
Formaldehyde content: European E1 standards is 8mg/100g (formaldehyde international standard is 10
mg / 100g, The European standard is 8 mg / 100g, China's wood-based panel for the formaldehyde
content of the standard is 30 mg / 100g)
assembly: assembled within three minutes without any tools
Packaging：Three-layer corrugated paper monomer packaging
33.5×47.5×6.0cm,10 unit one big box，big box is 5 layer corrugated paper 。
big box wight 28KG

Foldinglife 7series—707












Foldinglife 707 technology standard index
1、 Main Desktop size：30×42×1.2cm
（left-right span short 6cm than 701，
thickness increase 3mm）
2、 Main Desktop high and low adjust
range：17－39.5cm
3、 Main Desktop oblique adjust range ：
360 degree
4、 Between left and right leg distance ：
49.5cm－60.5cm adjustable。
5、 Desktop Materials： Environmental
protection MDF with injection Edge
6、 Materials of table foot： Environmental
protection MDF with injection Edge
7、 Color：Gray edge、White Maple
Desktop face
8、 weight（including pack ）2.4KG
9、 pack ： 3 layer corrugated paper unit
package，33.5×47.5×6.0cm。10 unit for
one box，the box is 5 layer corrugated
paper。The box weight is 27KG

